
Bodyguard 1071 

Chapter 1071: Weren’t You Dead? 

 

 “Dragonpeak, looks like you’re not so dumb after all! Let me tell you, this is just a warning! If your 

organization continues messing with us Red Conces then don’t blame me for doing something even 

more extreme!” The baldy warned. 

“You’re the second in command for the Red Conces, aren’t you?” Tianlong’s heart hurt, but his will could 

not be compared to a normal person’s- and so he focused on stalling for time, commanding his men to 

move out and capture him! 

Li Yifeng had been Tianlong’s man for many years, and naturaly he understood his intentions. After 

locating where the baldy was, he used his computer to send out the capture order! 

“I say, Feng Tianlong, you’re trying to stall for time aren’t you, for your men to get me?” The baldy was 

no idiot- he understood all the common tricks! Now that his daughter was dead, there was only one 

reason Tianlong would still be so calmly talking to him! It was suspicious! 

“Hmph!” Tianlong scoffed coldly, now that he had been found out, “Second in command, I see. You just 

wait, if we don’t pull your damned organization out from its roots, I’ll change my damned name! I’ll use 

my life to fight you!” 

His daighter was dead, and there were no attachments left- he had made up his mind to fight this 

organization to the death! 

“Haha, keep dreaming! I obviously have a plan if I’m using a normal phone to talk to you!” The baldy 

started laughing loudly, “Hear that? That’s a helicopter! I’m gonna go, bye bye!” 

“You-!” Tianlong’s face tensed, followed by a bitter smile. Yes, the second in command of the Red 

Sconces- this was an internaitonal criminal organization, of course he had a plan thought out. 

The helicopter put down a ladder, and the baldy was still taunting, “Feng Tianlong, fly over here, why 

don’t you? You really wish you could get a plane right now, don’t you, hahaha! Too bad, la la la!” 

The baldy wanted to piss the man off- his brother, the big boss of the Red Sconces, had died in 

Tianlong’s hands! This was why he, as the bigshot second in command, had decided to get Xiaoxiao 

himself! 

If he didn’t do it personally, it wouldn’t be right! This was his greatest vengeance! 

“Hmph!” Tianlong was pissed, but he could only smile coldly. 

Yet, atn the next instant, something utterly shocked the baldy to the core! 

He was about to get two more taunts out when he heard a loud bang! The helicopter above him 

suddenly spun around like a kite, flying into a ditch in the moutnain! 

What happened next was a loud explosion- the helicopter had exploded in a burst of fire! 



“Wha?” The baldy opened his eyes wide as he looked at where the helicopter dropped- speechless! 

Lin Yi had already went to the baldy’s location with Xiaoxiao, but he hadn’t approached him so that he 

could hear what he had been talking about, and figure out who this man was and what his intentions 

were! 

But he never expected for him to call Tianlong! That meant his target this time around was Xiaoxiao, not 

him! With that thought, he was only glad that he had tagged along in this race, otherwise she would 

have been in trouble! 

Forunately she was with him, safe and sound now! 

The baldy had just started talking when a helicopter came flying, obviously meaning to take him away. 

And so, Lin YI just took a ledge guard from the road and hurled it at the helicopter! 

Of course, if a normal person were to throw this at the spinners of a helicopter, even if it reached the 

helicopter, it would just be hit away by the strong rotators. After all, the material was far weaker than 

those spinning blades! 

But Lin Yi put some condensed qi into the ledge guard, turning it into a qi bomb and it blasted the 

spinners upon impact! 

“Oh my god, honey! You’re really a master helicopter sniper!” Xiaoxiao’s eyes went wide in admiration, 

“Honey! Teach me how to snipe helicopters like that!” 

“Uh…” Lin Yi sweated at the words, weren’t those words too much? 

(Beating your plane means jerking off in Chinese) 

“?” Xiaoxiao paused upon seeing the look on Lin Yi’s face, but understood immediately- Lin Yi had 

misunderstood her words! 

“I meant sniping an actual helicopter, not that beating your plane thing… I know how to do that, you 

don’t need to teach me,” Xiaoxiao explained quickly. 

“You do?” Lin Yi’s eyes went wide- had Xiaoxiao experimented before? 

“Heh heh, they teach it online, just a bit of research was enough! I was preparing to try it on a boyfriend 

in the future!” Xiaoxiao was always rather brave when with Lin Yi, “You want to try?” 

“Okay, we’ll try when we get the chance. Let’s get that baldy to pay up first,” Lin Yi almost couldn’t hold 

in his urges, but it’d be death if he did stuff like that in this situation! 

“What do you mean?” Tianlong said, not sure what was going on after hearing that ‘wha’ from the 

baldy. 

But the baldy had no time to talk to him! He was in shock! 

“Who! Who was it that hit down my plane!” 

The next instant, Lin Yi jumped up with Xiaoxiao, landing in front of the baldy. 

“Looking for me?” Lin Yi said with a smile as he looked at the baldy’s defeated and panicking face. 



“You…” The baldy had just been worried about how he should run now that the chopper was gone- he 

would just run into Tianlong’s men if he drove down now, and he didn’t know what he should do- it was 

then when two people just jumped in front of him! 

Yet, upon recognizing who they were, he jumped back in shock! He pointed at them, “You- You two, 

weren’t you both dead?” 

“You’re dead! Your entire family’s dead!” Xiaoxiao was quite sensitive to the word ‘dead’, and she just 

automatically threw retorts back at the baldy. 

The baldy didn’t know what to do- he was shocked because these two were supposed to be dead, along 

with that chopper that had gotten bombed all of a sudden. The next second, he came to the realization 

that they were evidently not dead. 

Chapter 1072: Hatred To The Bone 

 

 “You saved her?” The baldy said, turning his eyes to Lin Yi. He was the second in command for a 

criminal group, so he knew about practitioners. He may not be one himself, but the third in command of 

the Red Sconces, his third brother, was! 

Recalling what Lin Yi did to his car, along with bringing the chopper down, he was certain that Lin Yi had 

to be a practitioner! 

He regretted it- he looked down on him too much! Who would’ve thought that Xiaoxiao would have a 

practitioner bodyguard like this, did Tianlong send him? 

“Pay up for the car and you don’t have to die,” Lin Yi said, ignoring the question. 

“Ah?” The baldy didn’t expect this weird demand right from the get-go! 

“Ah? You broke our car, so pay up.” Lin Yi said. 

The baldy couldn’t cope with this! He was sure that these two were dead, and now they came back to 

life to ask him to pay up! 

“Hello, hello?” Tianlong could tell that something had changed! 

Was that Lin Yi’s voice he heard? And his daughter seemed to be alive, saved by Lin Yi, according to the 

baldy? Tianlong was in a state of worry as he continued saying hello. 

“Hello my ass, shut the hell up!” The baldy was getting pissed off as is, and this stupid Tianlong kept 

saying hello hello hello! What the hell! 

“Cut the bullshit, are you paying or not? You messed my wife’s car up, so pay up or die!” Lin Yi frowned. 

If it weren’t for how suspicious this guy’s background was, Lin Yi would’ve kicked him off the mountain a 

long time ago! 

Xiaoxiao’s eyebrows, on the other hand, arched up in glee upon the words ‘wife’! She had never heard 

someone refer to her in such an intimate way before, especially in a situation like this! 



Xiaoxiao’s eyes curved into cresents- she didn’t think that this baldy was such a jerk anymore! If it 

weren’t for him, Lin Yi wouldn’t have called her wife, and so she felt that this man was a really nice 

person! 

If the Audi TT could talk, it’d probably be crying right now, complaing about how Xiaoxiao ditched her 

beloved car for her boyfriend. She had actually thought that the car killer was a ‘pretty nice guy!’ 

“Honey, this land rover of his- it looks a bit messed up, but the inside seems fine? Maybe we should 

drive this car away and get it fixed somewhere, then it’ll be good as new!” Xiaoxiao said, setting her 

sights on that big land rover. 

“Oh, that works,” Lin Yi thought that it made sense. It wouldn’t be very practical to get this baldy to pay 

up, so he gave up on that. Although, even if he compensated them withg a car he still wouldn’t let him 

go. He grabbed the phone from the baldy’s hand, “Uncle Feng?” 

“It’s Lin Yi, isn’t it!” Tianlong’s voice was extremely joyful- he thought that his daughter was done for, 

but apparently nothing too big had happened to her! He couldn’t help but feel relieved and happy! 

And it sounded like the two were quite close now, Lin Yi had even called Xiaoxiao wife, so did that mean 

Xiaoxiao felt the same as him? Was his grandchild finally coming? 

“Uncle Feng, this guy seems to have come for Xiaoxiao? Do you have men to take him away?” Lin Yi said. 

“Yes, I’ve sent my man, Li Yifeng already, he’s my driver, you’ve seen him,” Tianlong said. 

“Oh, right… I brought down his helicopter, so get someone to clean that up too. The people in there are 

probably dead,” Lin Yi said. 

“Wha?!” Tianlong’s eyes went wide! 

Lin Yi brought down a helicopter? How did he do that? He shouldn’t have had a gun with him, right, and 

even if he did- was that enough to bring a damned chopper down? 

“How… How did you do it?” Tianlong was pale, “What did you use?” 

“A ledge guard on the road.” Lin Yi said flatly. 

“I…” Tianlong didn’t know if what happened was real, but he knew that Lin Yi wouldn’t lie about 

something like this, and so he believed him. Now was not the time for doubt, “Lin Yi, protect Xiaoxaio! 

I’ll be there shortly.” 

“Ah, okay,” He nodded. 

The baldy, on the other hand, hated Lin Yi to the bone! So he was the one who brought down the 

helicopter, and with a ledge guard? Was this a human being? 

“Let me go- or the Red Sconces will bring their wrath on you!” The baldy knew how strong Lin Yi was 

right now, and he gave up on trying to fight him. He still wanted to take Xiaoxiao hostage to threaten 

both LinYi and Tianlong, but after hearing that he’d brought down a plane, the baldy give up! 

It would just be instant death, and so he gave up on all petty tricks, trying to threaten Lin Yi into a 

negotiation! 



“Red Sconces?” Lin Yi smiled mockingly, “I don’t know what that is, but they’d better keep away from 

me or I’ll destroy the entire thing.” 

The baldy steamed from anger from that response! The Red Sconces was an international criminal 

organization, an extremely powerful force! Lin Yi may be a practitioner, but they had those too! He was 

just a frog in a well! 

But, the baldy really didn’t dare get noisy with Lin Yi! In his view, Lin Yi was a monster, someone who 

used his hands to bring down a chopper- he wasn’t a normal man! 

He really dared not make any sudden moves anymore, and just waited for Tianlong’s men to bring him 

away! 

He didn’t mind that- he was the second in command of a criminal organization, he’d been captured by 

cops many times and had always managing to escape easily. Even if he didn’t escape, the cops would 

fear the Red Sconces’ terroristic outbursts and let him go without a choice! 

This was why he was confident that he would be able to break free of Tianlong’s grasp! 

As long as he wasn’t sentenced to death and shot on the spot, then it would eventually work out! 

Chapter 1073: You Know My Dad? 

 

The spectators, on the other hand, didn’t know what had just happened! They were all watching in 

shock as the land rover kept slamming into Audi without a care in the world- and then saw the both of 

them flying off the cliff! 

Just as they were thinking that the two in the Audi were dead for sure, Lin Yi jumped out with Xiaoxiao 

like a miracle! 

They watched in disbelief as a helicopter came flying, only to be blasted into a ditch and explode into 

flames! Nobody thought that it was Lin Yi who was responsible, since he was too far and it had 

happened so fast! 

But what exactly was going on? Was there some foreign company shooting an action film? This was the 

stuff you would see on the television, but it had happened right in front of them! 

Marvellous, absolutely stunning! 

Those who brought a camera were all very excited- they would upload this online later! Although, that 

soon no longer seemed possible anymore! 

Li Yifeng came with his squad, and rounded up everyone present and took their stuff including cameras 

and phones for inspection! The professionals of the police force would then erase anything related to 

the incident. 

Feng Tianlong had arrived at the scene after, in Yifeng’s car. They stopped next to the land rover. 

The car had yet to stop properly when Tianlong rushed out and looked at his well and alive daughter, 

breathing in relief, “You okay, Xiaoxiao?” 



“Of course I’m okay!” Xiaoxaio happily grabbed Lin Yi’s arm,”I had Lin Yi honey to protect me- the car 

blew up, but I’m fine!” 

“Lin Yi, thank you!” Tianlong breathed deeply and thanked him genuinely. 

Today’s incident scared him to death- he thought he’d never see his daughter again! But, fortunately for 

him, Lin Yi was there to guard his daughter- he really felt that he had made a wise move back then! 

Only Lin Yi was qualified to be his daughter’s boyfriend, only he could protect her! 

“Mr. Second in Command, let’s go,” Tianlong wanted to tear this man to pieces, but his identity 

prohibited him from doing so. Only the justice of the law waited for the man. 

Yifeng was a spiritual practitioner as well, but he was only a golden class- yet even that was more than 

enough for the baldy! He held him down and brought him into his car. 

“If everything’s fine, then Xiaoxiao and I will leave, Uncle Feng,” Lin Yi didn’t want to get too involved in 

Tianlong’s affairs. Now that he had a peaceful life, he naturally wanted to stay away from his old one. 

“Alright- I owe you, Lin Yi, I truly do!” Tianlong nodded solemnly. 

“Haha, you’re being too courteous, Uncle Feng. Xiaoxiao’s my girlfriend, of course I won’t let her get 

hurt,” Lin Yi smiled and shook his head. 

“OH?” Tianlong paused, a look of happiness flashed across his face! He could tell that Lin Yi really did like 

Xiaoxiao now, they weren’t actually a fake couple anymore! This really made him glad- he only asked Lin 

Yi to pretend to be her boyfriend, since her days were numbered… He couldn’t really force him to like 

her! 

But if Lin Yi really did love her, then that would be the most ideal! Tianlong had also feared that Lin Yi’s 

act would make Xiaoxiao suspicious, but if those were true feelings, then their relationship would only 

advance without fail! 

At that thought, he nodded happily, “Alright, Lin Yi, then bring Xiaoxiao home. I’ll buy you dinner one 

day and chat with you- although I might not have the time these days.” 

“It’s fine, Uncle Feng. You attend to your stuff.” Lin Yi nodded. 

Tianlong got in his car and left, leaving Xiaoxiao and Lin Yi with the land rover. 

“Honey, you know my dad?” Xiaoxiao wasn’t stupid- she knew something was up! Her dad said that he 

wanted to meet Lin Yi, but the two hadn’t met yet! Still, the two seemed to be very close- she couldn’t 

help but feel confused. 

“Your father and I have known each other a long time,” Lin Yi didn’t hide it. 

“Oh? You knew each other?” Xiaoxiao looked at him oddly, “Really?” 

“Your father and I were allies in a war- I helped him with a mission before,” Lin Yi smiled, “That’s why I 

reacted that weirdly when you said Uncle Feng wanted to talk to me before.” 



“Oh? If that’s the case then why were you so nervous before?” Xiaoxiao was getting curious- if Lin Yi 

knew her dad then her threats shouldn’t have worked! 

“It’s exactly because we know each other. Your father and I were allies in war, but I’m now his 

daughter’s boyfriend… That’s a really awkward position…” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“Hahaha!” Xiaoxiao started laughing! So this was what Lin Yi was worried about! Yet, after laughing, she 

asked another question, “Then why didn’t you tell me before?” 

“Our relationship wasn’t even a thing back then, why would I tell you so much?” Lin Yi said casually. 

But that made Xiaoxiao very happy! Lin Yi was making it really clear – the two were now a lot closer, that 

was why he told her! 

“Then my dad didn’t contact you after Yanjing?” Xiaoxiao was worried that her father would tell Lin Yi 

her sickness, “What did you guys talk about?” 

“Talked on the phone a couple of times, nothing much. He’s really busy these days, working on a case I 

think?” Lin Yi said casually. 

“Oh…” Xiaoxiao nodded, relaxing, “I didn’t expect you to be war allies with my father! No wonder you’re 

so strong!” 

“Today’s race was a failure though- I didn’t manage to get you to feel the glory of victory,” Lin Yi didn’t 

want to talk too much about his relationship with Tianlong- he was careful with his words, but one 

tended to mess up when going into details. He changed the subject to avoid suspicion. 

Chapter 1074: Xiaoxiao’s Regret 

 

 “Not at all, I’m really happy! This was the most meaningful race of my life! I even experienced life and 

death with my lover, it’s such a rare thing too!” Xiaoxiao sid seriously, “This will be the most precious 

memory until the day I die, I’ll never have any regrets if I think about this!” 

“Haha…” Lin Yi knew that Xiaoxiao meant it, but he didn’t know what to say in reply, “We’ll do a race 

again if we have the chance, but not in the near future I guess.” 

“Yeah, we stood out too much today, a lot of people know us,” Xiaoxiao was smart as well, knowing why 

they couldn’t do another race now. 

The land rover was pretty much only double the Audi TT’s price, but it’d be a waste of gas driving it 

around in the city. So Lin Yi didn’t think that it was a very good trade after calculating it. 

Of course, as long as Xiaoxiao was happy it was fine. It was just that this licence plate, 2b941, was a little 

cringey, and he didn’t want to use this plate to drive around. He should get Song Lingshan to change it. 

Once they got down the mountain road, he actually saw Lingshan- but didn’t call out to her and drove 

away instead! He didn’t want to show his face here. 

“It’s late, let’s go home?” Lin Yi asked. 



“Yeah…” Xiaoxiao nodded. What happened today was dangerous but also exciting… Although, she really 

needed to rest as her body had reached its limit. 

Lin Yi drove the rover to a 4S shop and got a taxi. After they reached Xiaoxiao’s area, he used the Beetle 

he parked there and drove out. 

He gave Tang Yun a call. 

“Yun Yun, where are you?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m at the hospital- did you finish the race with Xiaoxiao?” Tang Yun asked. 

“Yeah, it’s done. I sent her home.” Lin Yi didn’t mention the things that happened to stop Tang Yun from 

worrying, “How did you go back to the hospital?” 

“Chu Mengyao offered to bring me back.” 

Lin Yi thought that was a little interesting – because of Xiaoxiao’s condition, the Miss and Shu were now 

in an alliance with Tang Yun, all of them trying to let Xiaoxiao have all the benefits. 

After the call, he drove back to the villa. 

As usual, the Miss and Yushu were watching TV on the sofa. They raised their head to look at him when 

he entered, and looked back to watch the TV. 

Lin Yi would always come home to- to some extent- the dissatisfaction of the two, but because of 

Xiaoxiao, the two were now being very generous! 

Lin Yi felt that the two were really nice people- they weren’t like those arrogant rich girls at all. 

He went through a lot today and had ash and dirt all over his face. He quickly went for quick shower and 

calmed his mind down. 

Today’s incident was targeted at Xiaoxiao, not him. This made him a little surpised, but the baldy was a 

normal man, far below Lin Yi- he had no cause to worry. This was, after all, Tianlong’s business. 

A while later, his phone rang. It was Song Lingshan. 

“Hello?” Lin Yi picked up. 

“Lin Yi, did you cause today’s incident?” Lingshan said right from the get-go. 

“Is this an interrogation?” Lin Yi frowned. 

“Of course not..” Lingshan tensed up at the slight unfriendliness in Lin Yi’s voice, “Lin Yi, don’t be mad, 

Miss Braindead was just worried about you…” 

Lingshan’s tone was a little pissed off because Lin Yi didn’t show up infront of her even though he was 

there, this made her felt like he was avoiding her on purpose! She called as she was sulking because of 

that. 

Yet her angry sentence made Lin Yi a little unhappy, and so she had to quickly change her tone… She 

didn’t want Lin Yi to be unhappy and cancel tomorrow’s plans because of that. 



“I thought that I had better not show up in today’s situation,” Lin Yi explained flatly. 

Lingshan paused, understanding instantly. Lin Yi was a low-key person and gave all the credit to 

Lingshan- that spoke volumes to the type of person he was. 

“Okay. You’re fine, right? I couldn’t get involved today, so I don’t know the details,” Lingshan breathed 

in relief now that she knew Lin Yi wasn’t pissed. 

“It’s nothing,” He shook his head, “Is this why you called?” 

“Not really, I just wanted to ask if you could come see me tomorrow?” Lingshan asked. 

“See you?” Lin Yi paused. 

“Yeah, to… help me… level up my strength level…” Lingshan was frustrated and embarrassed- how could 

Lin Yi forget about this, honestly! Was she really not worth anything in his eyes! It seemed like 

Braindead girl had to work harder! 

“Oh, that…” Lin Yi remembered that he did promise her to go to her house and help her level up… He’d 

spent his days recently bringing Xiaoxiao racing, and put this thing to the back of his mind… His tone 

became a little apologetic, “I’ll go to the police station to see you tomorrow?” 

“My house would be better…” Lingshan said after some hesitation. Doing that at home would be more 

suitable- it would be so awkward at the office! 

“Where’s your house?” Lin Yi didn’t reject. 

“How about this, you come to the police station tomorrow. I’ll spend the night there, and bring you to 

my house the next morning,” She said after some thought. 

“Alright,” Lin Yi said. 

At that same time, Xiaoxiao was troubled- she was quite troubled indeed! 

She felt that she had really fallen for Lin Yi, and had actually fallen deep! This was supposed to be a good 

thing – that she could feel the strong intensity of love before she died. The more natural it was, the 

better it’d be! 

But now, Lin Yi cared for her more and more- this was something she really wanted before, since only 

then would he fall into despair at her death! Her revenge would be complete! 

But she regretted it now! As she fell more and more in love with him, she cared more about his feelings! 

She didn’t want to bring him any misfortune and pain, that was a really evil move! How sad would he be 

when she died? 

Chapter 1075: Became Cute 

 

But Xiaoxiao didn’t know what she should do right now- should she press on, or back off? 

What should she do, what should she do?! 



Back in the car, she really wanted to come clean to Lin Yi and tell him the truth, but she didn’t dare! 

She’d fallen into the river of love, and she was worried that she’d lose all of this sweetness if the truth 

were to surface! 

Lin Yi would hate her, wouldn’t he? Of course he would! Nobody would like getting lied to, especially Lin 

Yi, who had treated her so well- that love would turn into hate! 

But, if she didn’t come clean, she would feel a sense of guilt, like she was doing something very wrong 

and unfair! 

Ahhhhhh Xiaoxiao put her hands on her head, spinning round and round in her room! She didn’t know 

what she should do! She finally understood the implications of her decision! 

Love was not something one should toy with! 

Feng Xiaoxiao! How did she become so indecisive! What a disappointment! 

Xiaoxiao started mumbling to herself. 

Would she lose everything she had now if she opened up to Lin Yi? She didn’t want that! 

She spun around more and more and eventually became dizzy- her body was weak in the first place, so 

when she fell on her bed, she immediately fell asleep… 

The second day, Lin Yi drove over to Lingshan’s. 

The Miss and Shu were not awake yet, evidently having spent the late night watching TV. 

He made them breakfast and headed out. 

It was dawn, and there were not many cars out yet so it didn’t take long before he reached the police 

station. He remembered Yang Huaijun- it had been awhile since he last saw him. How were his internal 

injuries doing? 

The Lin Yi back then didn’t know the full potential of his energy abilities, and had only applied the ways 

of Eastern medicine to repair Huaijun’s broken nerves. It was the best healing for him at the time, but 

that ultimately would not allow him to be able to continue practitioning! 

The best results back then would turn Huaijun into a normal man, and Huaijun, who understood this, 

had already started going the physical practitioner’s route. 

But now that he had experienced, first hand, how he healed himself, Weiwu, and Uncle Fu, he had full 

confidence that he could heal Huaijun completely. It wasn’t an inconvience to the Lin Yi now, not at all! 

He’d forgotten about this before, but now that he was at the station, this all came flooding back. He left 

Lingshan alone first and gave Huaijun a call. 

Compared to Lingshan, Lin Yi treated Huaijun’s condition with more weight. 

“Hello, Lin Yi?” Huaijun was clearly surprised to be receiving Lin Yi’s call. 

“Jun Bro, where are you?” 



“I’m working on a case in the city, what’s wrong?” Huaijun asked. Lin Yi had to have somethng important 

if he called him in the morning like this. 

“The city, huh… Never mind then,” Lin Yi said. “I’m at the police station, and remembered a way to heal 

your body’s internal wounds faster. I would’ve come to you, if you were here.” 

“Oh, a faster way?” Huaijun froze at he news! The speed at which Lin Yi healed him was already far 

above his expectations, and now there was a better way? 

This pleased Huaijun to the core! 

“Yes, and this method would be able to repair all the damaged nerves in your body, allowing you to be a 

spiritual practitioner again!” Lin Yi said. 

“Repair all damaged nerves, and do spiritual practitioning?” Huaijun’s eyes went wide. This was far 

beyond what his mind could comprehend- how was that even possible! 

He had heard of repairing damaged nerves before, and there was indeed one noble house in the Wulin 

world that could do that, but not everyone could just go to them to fix their nerves, there were a lot of 

requirements! Huaijun was utterly shocked when Lin Yi said he would be able to repair his nerves- how 

was that possible! 

“Yes, repair your nerves- you can be a spiritual practitioner again!” Lin Yi repeated each word. 

“Lin Yi, according to what I know, only House Sun has a special practitioning method that could heal 

somebody’s wounds like this!” Huaijun said, hesitantly, “Could it be that you know someone from House 

Sun?” 

House Sun again? Lin Yi couldn’t help but be amused. It seemed that the family had quite a name in the 

Wulin world, all of these noble houses knew about them, and even treated them with respect! 

“How could I possible be able to get someone like them? They’re only able to heal one person for every 

level of their practitioner arts, of course I wouldn’t be able to get someone from that house,” Lin Yi 

smiled bitterly. 

“Then you’re saying…” Huaijun was even more confused- Lin Yi wasn’t from a noble house, and he 

should not have been able to interact much with other noble houses… Even noble houses couldn’t get 

someone from House Sun to heal them, let alone Lin Yi. 

“I’ll be the one to heal you, of course,” Lin Yi smiled, “What, Jun Bro, you don’t believe me?” 

“Of course I do, of course!” Huaijun thought that Lin Yi had misunderstood him- it wasn’t that he didn’t 

believe him, not at all! He didn’t doubt him, but this thing really did reach too far away from his 

understanding of how the world worked! “Eagle, you saved me back in the war field, and healed me… 

My life is yours. Even if you were to bring me to do some biological experiment, I wouldn’t even give a 

frown…” 

“Ah…” Lin Yi couldn’t help but smile at the words, “Then tell me when you come back.” 

“Alright, I’ll finish up and contact you! The Eastern medicine you gave me last time was really useful, the 

pain from before is gradually fading, too, so I should be fine,” Huaijun said. 



Lin Yi nodded. Using the medicine he gave him last time would maintain his life, so he didn’t have to 

rush healing him just yet. 

Song Lingshan had woken up rather early today, dressing herself up carefully in the mirror, completely 

different from her image of violence, braindeadness, and stupidity… She was now a cute girl, Miss Cutie, 

so to speak! 

She smiled sweetly. So even she could look like such a woman! 

Hmph, Lin Yi would definitely be shocked for sure when he saw her today, she had to show him so he 

couldn’t call her Miss braindead anymore, he had to call her cutie! 

Chapter 1076: House Song’s Troubles 

 

The fact that House Song was able to make it to Lingshan’s generation was actually quite the miracle! 

It seemed now that House Song was strong- her second grandpa used to be a Mystic late phase peak, 

and after failing to break through into the Earth class a couple of times, he went on a journey to travel 

the world, looking for some way to breakthrough! 

Song Lingshan, on the other hand, was the strongest youngling of all noble houses- House Yu’s excluded. 

This was something that spoke to just how powerful House Sun was! 

Yet, House Song’s strength seemd to have a gap now! 

Lingshan had a sister- she was now studying, and had entered the Golden class! Her second uncle’s 

family also has a child, except that he was still too young, only ten- he hadn’t entered the Golden class 

just yet. As it stood, House Song was in a dangerous position compared to the other noble houses! 

House Song had a really powerful second grandpa, but it’d been years since he left- who knew if he was 

still alive, or if he was coming back? 

House Song’s most powerful practitioner now was Lingshan’s grandma, House Song’s elder woman! She 

had the strength of a mid phase Mystic, but her body was clearly getting weaker and weaker by the 

years- if she were to pass, then House Song would enter a really awkward position indeed! 

Her grandpa only had a Golden class late phase peak’s strength, and that wasn’t much among the noble 

houses. His father was a nerd as well, always researching and pursuing knowledge- the second uncle 

wasn’t a nerd, but he was a tyrannical young master! That was why he married so late, which was why 

her cousin was ten years younger than her! 

House Song’s future rested on Lingshan, her sister, and her cousin brother! 

Currently, only Lingshan had success. Her sister and cousin brother were still a bit far off, especially her 

cousin brother, who, talented as he may be, was too young- House Song would be wiped from the noble 

house’s list by the time he grew up! 



The methods to break through this problem were two: a miarriage alliance was the first! She could 

marry another youth from a noble house, and stabilize House Song’s position! Yet, there weren’t any 

good candidates that Lingshan liked, not that she liked the idea of a force marriage in the first place! 

The other path was to become strong- to grow strong relentlessly and break through the Golden class, 

into the Mystic class! Only then would she be able to maintain her house’s strength! 

Lingshan didn’t agree to a marriage alliance, so she had to become strong and level up! She had worked 

hard these past years, but it wasn’t enough! 

Yet, who would’ve thought that she’d level up in the underground prison through just touching herself, 

accidentally breaking through the wall of Golden Class mid phase peak and become a late phase! She 

understood something during her shock! 

Her grandma was right- the kung fu of House Song was more suited to woman- they had to level 

themselves up through double practitioning with a man! 

Lingshan didn’t think much of it, but now that she experienced it firsthand, that really did seem like the 

case- especially with how she fantasized about Lin Yi during that incident, breaking through that tough 

wall! If she really were to do it with Li Yi, then she’d reach the level of late phase peak! 

That was simply too seductive for her to refuse! 

Breaking through the bottleneck made her feel that being his girlfriend would actually be pretty nice! Lin 

Yi was aggressive, but he was strong, very strong- this cleared her conditions! A few days prior, House Yu 

and Xiao even came to Lin Yi to cause trouble, both of which got hit back with severe losses, including 

Zhao Qibin! This wasn’t something anyone could do! 

Putting aside the fact that he had a girlfriend, Lingshan was a little obssessed with Lin Yi- the guy was a 

tyrannical man, but that was exactly what made him look like a hero in her eyes! 

Females who practiced martial arts all liked heroes, and while this hero looked down on her a little, 

always calling her braindead and stupid, she still felt that it was an improvement now that he was calling 

her idiot instead of braindead – that was an improvement! 

She felt that her purity was already gone- Lin Yi had seen everything, so she might as well go the extra 

step with him. It’d level her up, and that was good! 

Lingshan didn’t know what her mindset was like right now. Did she break through the bottleneck 

because she liked Lin Yi, or was it because of that, that she was forced to like Lin Yi? It was quite the 

question, similar to the one about whether the chicken or the egg came first! 

So LIngshan didn’t want to think about it anymore. Lin Yi cleared the requirements to be her mate, and 

so that was fine! She didn’t feel like she was losing anything. 

After dressing up, she waited at the window until it was past eight, where on earth was Lin Yi? 

All of a sudden, a yellow beetle parked itself outside! 

It was Yushu’s car, and she knew that Lin Yi was driving it as usual. 



She took her phone out and waitied eagerly for him to call, but it didn’t ring. 

She felt troubled- what was he doing? Why wasn’t he calling even though he was here? 

She waited a little bit, but still no call. In her hesitance, she dialled him up- to realize that he was in the 

middle of a call! 

This Lin Yi, why had he come here to call someone else? She was trying to look cute for him, but he 

didn’t even give her a chance! She couldn’t take it anymore- she had to go down herself! 

What sort of date was this? Other dates usually made the guy feel nervous and restless, but this was the 

other way around! Although, if Lin Yi was like a normal man, mumbling and praising her, she probably 

wouldn’t like that at all! 

So be it, if she was a masochist then fine! This was what she got for liking men stronger than her! 

She tidied up and went down. 

On the lift, her phone rang. 

She became happy all of a sudden, “Hello, Lin Yi?” 

But, what came from the phone was a buzz, saying that the line had been cut off, she was out of 

connection range! 

She almost tossed the phone away in a rage! 

How come the signal was gone? Lin Yi had finally called, and the signal disappeared just like that! 

Only then did she remember that she was on the lift- she couldn’t help but sigh helplessly. What else 

could she do? 

Chapter 1077: Misunderstanding 

 

She liked a stronger and more aggressive man, but now she realized that she was also a normal woman. 

If some gentleness appeared amidst the aggressiveness, that would be perfect! 

Just as she was thinking about these things, Lingshan’s phone rang again as she entered the hall from 

the elevator. 

It was Lin Yi’s number! Did Lin Yi call again?! 

It seemed like she could be a little more reserved now! With that thought, she couldn’t help but happily 

adjusted her attitude, “Hello?” 

“Little idiot, what’s going on over there? I’ve been calling you all day, and finally it got through but you 

took so long to pick up!” Lin Yi’s impatient voice sounded. 

Lingshan almost cried- why was this guy so mean? 

“I… I was in the lift, I saw your car arrive and so I came down…” Lingshan said carefully. 



“Oh, hurry up then, I’ll wait at the door,” Lin Yi said. 

Lingshan hung up and ignored her sad feelings. She quickly ran out, saw Lin Yi’s car, and got in. 

“Who are you? Why’d you come in my car?” Lin Yi said as he looked at this pretty girl that jumped out of 

nowhere. He felt like he’d seen this girl before? 

“Huh?” Lingshan’s eyes were wide as he pointed at herself- it hadn’t been that long, right, did Lin Yi have 

amnesia? One look at that genuine look of surprise and she knew Lin Yi wasn’t faking, “It’s me, the little 

idiot- you forgot?” 

“Song Lingshan?” LIn Yi frowned. 

“It’s me!” Lingshan nodded. Luckily he remembered! 

Lingshan looked closely at this person- it was Lingshan after all, but her hairstyle changed, and the 

makeup on her face was different, too, with eyebrows drawn on! The girl was a lot more prettier, and 

Lin Yi couldn’t make the connection earlier! 

The old Lingshan was always in uniform, and her hair was always messily tied- because of her job, she 

didn’t even put on makeup, so he almost couldn’t tell who this girl was! 

“You went to Korea?” Lin Yi didn’t think that this Song girl would look so pretty even if she dressed up, 

she looked like one of those movie stars! Lin Yi couldn’t help but crack a joke, even though he had plenty 

of pretty girls around him. 

“Korea?” Lingshan blinked. 

“Plastic surgery!” Lin Yi smiled. 

“Go to hell!” LIngshan said, pissed off- plastic surgery, what was he talking about? This was called 

natural beauty! Although, right after telling him to go to hell, Lingshan panicked and quickly changed her 

words, “Lin Yi, ah… I was joking…” 

“I was joking too.” Lin Yi shrugged and started the car. 

Seeing that Lin Yi wasn’t angry, Lingshan breathed out in relief. Although, she did relish in the fact that 

Lin Yi just admitted she was prettier! 

But Lin Yi put his eyes back on the road after saying those things- his mental state was not that easily 

breached, after all. 

“Where’s your house? Let’s go.” Lin Yi said. 

“It’s around here. After we get out of the police station, go along this road and we’ll reach a district after 

a kilometer away,” LIngshan said, a little disappointed that she’d spent a few hours of dressing up for 

one joke as praise from Lin Yi. Was that it? 

Lin Yi nodded and drove in the direction. 

Lingshan’s area was a modern white collar area, a high place with clouds- a god spot for practitioning! 

Following her instructions, LIn Yi parked the car and got off with Lingshan. 



“We’re here!” Lingshan pointed at a building some distance away and entered the code before going up 

with Lin Yi. 

LIngshan’s house wasn’t big, and was suited for single people. 

Lingshan stepped in the house and realized that she didn’t have extra slippers! 

“Maybe you can wear mine, and I’ll go barefoot?” Lingshan hesitated, “Nobody comes here usually, it’s 

always me.” 

Lin Yin blinked. It seemed like he was the first to have the honor to enter her house? 

Actually, if Lingshan was not that much of a retard when she worked, Lin Yi might have even liked her 

quite a bit. She was pretty, too, with a great body- who wouldn’t like her? She was even nice and 

obedient like a little cat when with him, and this made him feel like a conqueror or something. 

But Lin Yi wasn’t willing to bring himself truoble, the girl was reliant on him already as is. If they went on 

in their relationship then he didn’t need to do anything else anymore, just solve her cases all day. 

“I’ll go barefoot,” Lin Yi said casually and took off his shoes, walking in. 

Lingshan hesitated, but didn’t say anything. A warm feeling blossomed in her heart- Lin Yi may seem 

aggressive, but he did care about the sensitive details. 

She put on her indoor slippers and walked in, “Wanna drink something?” 

“It’s okay,” Lin Yi waved his hand, not wanting to waste too much time. It was a troublesome thing to 

help her level up, and he still needed to recover his strength level- if he went back too late, the two girls 

might not be happy. 

“Oh?” 

“I thought you wanted to level up? Let’s do it now,” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah? Now?” Lingshan blinked- she wasn’t ready yet! Yes, she had made the decision to go further with 

him, and had accepted it, but this was her fisrt time! There should be some romance first, some 

foreplay, right? 

For that, she even bought candles and red wine, with some western food she wanted to cook with him 

to have a nice atmospheric dinner… But Lin Yi cut right to the chase! 

“Yeah, you called me here for that, didn’t you?” Lin Yi frowned. 

“Oh… Okay then…” Lingshan was feeling quite down- couldn’t this man be more gentle? Coming up here 

and getting to that business right away? But he nodded anyway, without a choice, “Then I’ll take a 

shower… You… You want one?” 

Chapter 1078: Big Shock 

 

 “Shower? Why are you showering? Are you dirty?” Lin Yi didn’t know what this girl was talking about. 

Didn’t they just get here? 



“I’m… I’m not dirty…” Lingshan wasn’t dirty, but yes it had been a few days since she last showered- she 

had even slept in the office yesterday, and her slight germophobia was acting up. 

This was her first time- it should feel more official, shouldn’t it? If it was unavoidable then fine, it didn’t 

matter, but this wasn’t the case! 

“If you’re not dirty then what’s with the shower?” Lin Yi said flatly, “Wouldn’t that makeup be wasted if 

you wash it off?” 

“I… But you don’t even want to set the atmosphere with me…” Lingshan felt so wronged! 

Her makeup was in preparation for her romantic dinner with Lin Yi, so of course she cared about her 

appearance! The prettier she was, the more Lin Yi wanted her, and the two would get more intimate, 

and kiss. Eventually, Lin Yi would say, no, she needed to shower first…. And then the two could shower 

and then finish on the bed… 

Her plan was quite perfect, but it missed one thing- Lin Yi was thinking a completely different thing to 

begin with! 

“Set the atmosphere? Do you need that for a practitioner’s strength level up?” Lin Yi blinked. This was 

the first time he heard something like this! 

Looking at that shy look on Lingshan’s face, Lin Yi remembered something! Lingshan had probably 

misunderstood something very important! 

Lingshan calling Lin Yi and asking him to help her level up actually hinted about this, but Lin Yi simply 

didn’t care and didn’t pick up on it, putting it at the back of his head. Only now, after seeing her 

behaviour, did Lin Yi realize her true intentions! 

Lingshan wanted to use the same method she used in the underground prison to level up? Wasn’t that a 

bit too ridiculous? 

He didn’t know what the spiritual practitioner arts passed down to Lingshan was like, but he knew that it 

was a bit special- Yet, he really didn’t believe that Lingshan could just think of some guy and touch 

herself to level up! The last time was probably because she was hitting the breakthrough wall, and only 

during that circumstance did she break through with such an absurd reason! 

But no way he would believe that it was that one condition alone that made her level up! Other people 

spent their entire lives trying to get even that bit of improvement- and Song Lingshan just touched 

herself a bit, and that was enough? That was a shitty joke, a very shitty joke! 

“Of course… It’s my first time, man…” Lingshan was blushing, carefully looking at Lin Yi, worried that 

he’d get pissed and just leave! 

She was feeling quite frustrated- in her research, she learned that Lin Yi should be a playboy type, 

always surrounded by girls… He had a girlfriend Tang Yun, but still had Chu Mengyao, and Chen Yushu as 

well, and they were all in a very abnormal relationship.;. 

She wanted to dress up today to attract him, but the guy didn’t seem to be attracted at all! This troubled 

her a lot- was she reallly not good enough? 



“It’s okay, it’s not my first time anymore.” Lin Yi said flatly, wanting to mess with her now that he knew 

of the misunderstanding. 

Lin Yi actually liked the old tigress better. In actuality, bickering with her was pretty fun. 

“Ah… It’s not your first time anymore? Then who was your first?” Lingshan paused- she thought that it 

was Lin Yi’s first time, but it didn’t seem so! Was it his girlfriend? 

“The first time was myself.” Lin Yi said flatly. 

The first time he helped someone level up was with himself, indeed! 

“Uh…” Lingshan paused, remembering that she saw somewhere that most men gave their first time to 

their hands… Was this the case with Lin Yi as well? 

Then that explained it. She breathed in relief, but was a bit hesitant, “So today’s your second time..?” 

“The second time was a dog…” Lin Yi said. 

“Huh? Dog??” Lingshan”s eyes went wide as she stared at him in shock, speechless! A dog? Lin Yi was 

too much! Did he really- with a dog? Was this a live action of Beauty and the Beast? Or.. the Handsome 

and the Bitch… 

“Yeah, it was a dog. General Weiwu,” Lin Yi nodded. 

“General Wei… Wu…” Lingshan almost fainted! Wasn’t that Yushu and Mengyao’s dog, and wasn’t that 

dog a male? Lin Yi did it with a male dog? Was that possible? Wasn’t that supposed to be ridiculous? 

She felt a feeling of disgust wash over- she seemed to feel herself not like Lin Yi as much anymore as her 

goosebumps came out… Wasn’t this guy a little too scary? 

“Then… Was there a third time?” LIngshan still pressed on- she was still a cop, after all, and because of 

her job, she did happen across some really nasty and even worse things… Lin Yi’s words may disgust her, 

but those were still far from those cases like baby-eating, for example… 

“The third time… was Uncle Fu!” Lin Yi said with a flat face. 

“Fu… Fu… Uncl….” Lingshan’s eyes rolled back- she almost fell to the ground! Uncle Fu, wasn’t that 

Pengzhan’s driver, wasn’t he forty or fifty or something? Were the two gay buddies? Did Lin Yi really do 

it with… So that was why he chose a male dog..? So that was why, indeed! 

LIngshan couldn’t hold it in anymore- it was too much, too disgusting! She couldn’t take it anymore, she 

even treated him as her fantasy partner when she did that back in the prison, but she never expected 

for him to have done stuff like this! 

This guy took on men and beast, and Lingshan was thinking that since Uncle Fu knew General Weiwu, 

could the three of them had done a 3P??? 

NO! That was too much, she really wanted to puke now- it was simply too much to take in! 



But Lin Yi didn’t care about Lingshan’s expressions- he only responded with a calm face, “Back then, in 

the police station, I called Jun BRo, too- I wanted to ask him to try, but he wasn’t in Songshan so I gave 

up on that for now. That’s why I came for you.” 

“Jun Bro… Yang Huaijun Bro?” Lingshan paused. 

“Yeah,” He nodded. 

“Ahhhhhh!” Lingshan shrieked- she was going mad! She couldn’t take it anymore! She pointed her finger 

at Lin Yi, “Lin Yi, you’re really too disgusting, too disgusting! You did that with- with a dog, and an old 

man, and now you even want to drag Huaijun Bro into this? I’ll never agree to this! You, leave! I don’t 

want to see you ever again!!” 

Chapter 1079: You Misunderstood 

 

 “Oh… Sure, I’ll go then,” Lin Yi nodded, stood up, and started to leave. 

Seeing Lin Yi get up and leave just like that… It suddenly made LIngshan hesitate! 

Was Lin Yi telling the truth earlier? She thought deeper about it- didn’t all that seem a bit of a stretch? 

First of all, the things he just said were very unreliable. She’d known him for a while now, and it didn’t 

seem like he was that kind of person? 

Could it be that Lin Yi lied about all that on purpose because he didn’t like her? So she wouldn’t go and 

bother him in the future? 

It might very well be possible! 

Every time she bothered him, asking him to solve a case for her… He agreed, but unwillingly! It was clear 

that he was a bit impatient when he helped out, so could it be that he was using this as an excuse to put 

distance between them? Was that why he was saying all this?? 

“Wait….” Lingshan didn’t want Lin Yi to leave just like that. 

“Anything else?” Lin Yi turned around. 

“You… You really did that with General Weiwu and Uncle Fu?” Lingshan looked into Lin Yi’s eyes, looking 

for the answer. 

“Do what?” Lin Yi asked. 

“S… Sex…” Lingshana gritted her teeth. 

“Sex??” Ling Yi’s eyes went wide as he looked at her, “Sex with General Weiwu and Uncle Fu? Is your 

retarded brain acting up again? How the hell did you come up with this, have you been reading too 

much messed up porn?” 

“I- I haven’t been looking at any messed up porn! It’s you who said it, you said you gave your first time 

to yourself, then to Weiwu, and the third was Uncle Fu…” Lingshan said, frustrated that Lin Yi was 



denying it right away! Calling her a retard again, too- she’d just gotten promoted to idiot, and it hadn’t 

even been a couple of days yet! 

“Yeah, the first time I used this level up method was on myself, the second time was on General Weiwu, 

and the third was on Uncle Fu- what’s wrong?” Lin Yi asked, “What were you thinking about? What’s 

wrong with you brain?” 

“Ah? You were talking about leveling up…” Lingshan’s face went red- was she really the one at fault 

here? But wasn’t that intimate act the only way of leveling up? Didn’t she level up using exactly that 

method? Lingshan didn’t want to back down, “Then just how were you planning on leveling me up?” 

“Take your clothes off,” Lin Yi said faintly after one look. He wasn’t done messing with her yet. 

“Ah? Take my clothes off?” Lingshan hesitated. 

If this was a bit earlier, she would very gladly, very happily undress everything… 

But now, after all that scary shit Lin Yi just spat at her? Things didn’t seem to be what it had seemed, and 

she really didn’t know if she wanted to go through with this procedure! Could Uncle Fu have taken his 

shirt off when he helped him level up? 

“Do you want to get stronger or not? My time is limited, if you don’t want to I’ll just leave,” Lin Yi 

frowned. 

“I do…” Lingshan gritted her teeth, feeling wronged- but something popped into her mind that instant! 

She thought that perhaps Lin Yi was merely testing her- after all, if he really did have that sort of 

relationship with Weiwu and Uncle Fu, would Mengyao and Yushu really let him stay in the villa for so 

long? They’d kick him out! 

Plus, he had a pretty girlfriend Tang Yun. If there really was something different with his sexual 

orientation, then what was the deal with her? She couldn’t just be something he got hooked up with for 

fun, right? Wouldn’t he choose Zong Pinliang for that or something… 

Of course, the other situations was that Mengyao and Yushu didn’t know about these things at all, but 

how was that possible! All walls had ears, and if Lin Yi was willing to just tell her these things without 

trouble then that meant that it wasn’t a secret in the first place! 

And so, Lingshan thought that this might very well be a test from Lin Yi, making himself look dirty so that 

Lingshan wouldn’t cause him truoble! 

And so- with that thought- she understood, and let go… She went for her belt… 

She was someone who liked things neat and tidy. The first thing she did when she got home was take 

her pants off and sit on the sofa, getting rid of all the other clothing pieces so the sofa wouldn’t get 

dirty… 

And so, without thinking, she took her pants off. 



“What are you doing?” Lin Yi found it funny that the girl was taking her pants off right away- he decided 

to stop teasing her. Things might really go wrong if he didn’t stop! After all, he really did come here to 

pureply help her level up, not for that other thing. 

“You’re the one who told me to take my clothes off…” Lingshan said, confused. 

“I told you to take your shirt off, not your pants.” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah?” Lingshan paused- taking off her shirt… Was that any different from pants? Yes, technically they 

did mean different things if you focused on it, but didn’t one usually address pants as clothes as well? 

Lingshan was feeling rather troubled- could Lin Yi have some sort of fetish? Was he only interested in 

the upper body, not the lower body? 

But, keeping in mind her suspicions of the situation, she decided to not voice her opinion anymore and 

just go with it- fine, she’d take her shirt off! She felt numb at this point, and decided that it didn’t matter 

anymore, as long as she could get stronger! 

That crazy mindset of her started acting up again- but she didn’t care anymore. 

She took the outer shirt off and started working on the dress shirt’s buttons. 

“Alright, the jacket is enough,” Lin Yi wanted to see what was beneath that shirt, but he pushed the 

thought away. 

Some jokes couldn’t be pushed too far- after all, helping Lingshan out was more diffucult than helping 

Xiaoxiao fulfill her wishes! Plus, he didn’t want to suddenly have a new relationship or anything. 

From where they currently stood, things were messy enough as is- although Tang Yun did confirm that 

Xiaoxiao was the small wife. 

The Miss and Shu… He didn’t know what they truly thought, too. Yushu was more expressive, but kept 

lying and messing around; the Miss didn’t lie much, but she didn’t express much either. 

Then there was that half lover Sun Jingyi- Lin Yi really didn’t want to have another Song Lingshan on his 

plate. 

Chapter 1080: Rapid Leveling Up 

 

Lin Yi telling her to stop only confused Lingshan! 

After all this time, only the jacket was enough? 

Lin Yi only wanted to see the nerves on her wrist- just pulling the sleeve up was enough, and Lin Yi had 

only been joking with Lingshan! 

“This… This is it? Then what do we do now?” Lingshan’s plans were all messed up at this point- she could 

only look at him, confused. 

“Just sit on the sofa,” Lin Yi said flatly. 



With that, Lin Yi went and took a seat on the sofa, followed by a hesitant Lingshan, who sat beside him. 

“Alright, now?” Lingshan asked. 

Lin Yi didn’t spend too much time talking. He took Lingshan’s hand, putting a slight blush on her face. 

This was her first time holding hands with the opposite sex, and it was gone, just like that… So not 

romantic! 

“Channel your spiritual practitioner’s art,” Lin Yi finshed speaking and closed his eyes, entering the jade 

space! 

Lin Yi learned before that the energy inside the jade space could pass through his body- which acted as a 

medium- and transfer itself into other people’s bodies without affecting the energy inside his own. This 

made Lin Yi quite pleased- he didn’t need to downgrade himself when leveling people up now. 

Of course, if he didn’t lose his own energy then he couldn’t apply the ‘no pain no gain’ concept, and as a 

result he wouldn’t benefit at all! 

But he’d just broken through, and he still hadn’t reached the wall of Mystic late phase, and so even if he 

made himself empty and weak in order to burst himself to the next level, it still wouldn’t work. It would 

have to wait until he reached the barrier to the late phase. 

Even so, Lin Yi now had a secret weapon that other people could not compare with! Many people only 

walked the border of a breakthrough, trying to find that one thread where they could step past into the 

next level, some of them spend their entire lives for it… Lin Yi, on the other hand, was different. As long 

as he collected enough qi within him, he’d be able to break through with ease! 

After he entered the jade space, Lin Yi started chanting the Art of Dragon Mastery. 

LIngshan was a little troubled- channel her spirtual arts? Her house didn’t have that much energy in the 

air, and if they were to do practitioning here, that wouldn’t be useful to a late phase Golden class, would 

it? 

She wanted to ask him what was going on- but the guy already had his eyes shut. Without a choice, she 

decided to follow Lin Yi’s instructions and started channeling her arts. 

But in the next instant, a shocked look appeared on her face! 

Because at that moment, she felt a thick, powerful amount of qi rapidly entering her body from Lin Yi’s, 

and it wasn’t stopping at all! 

What was going on? Was Lin Yi passing his energy to her? 

Was he giving her his qi? 

Lingshan was a warrior of the Wulin world, and naturally she knew about the rules regarding qi. Usually, 

every spiritual practitioner’s arts had different qi, and they were not interecheangeable- one might even 

damage their nerves if two conflicting qi rejected each other, threatening their lvies! 

But Lin Yi’s qi didn’t have that effect, because once it entered her body she quickly absorbed it, as if it 

were the same qi that her own spiritual arts created! 



This really did shake her to the core- how was it possible that she could use Lin Yi’s qi? 

She suddenly remembered that time in the hospital, when Lin Yi cured Liu Bojia’s wounds- he used qi, as 

well! 

Did that mean that Lin Yi’s qi could be used on other people? 

Alright, even if Lin Yi’s qi could really be given to her, she knew at the same time just how precious that 

was- people practiced and trained hard to gather this qi, and even just a little required special treasures 

and artifacts- yet Lin Yi was already givingher months’ worth of qi! 

Was he really so willing to give her something so precious? At that thought, she felt that Lin Yi really did 

treat her very well! She really did misunderstand him earlier- so this was the leveling up method he was 

talking about, it wasn’t the double practitioning on the bed she assumed it to be, it was just him passing 

energy to her! 

A sense of gratefulness flooded her, and she questioned the situation- they weren’t that close yet, were 

they? After all, many of the great sects had a bunch of disciples practitcing the same arts, yet no one 

would just pass the qi they trained for so tirelessly to someone else without reserve! 

Because the pain and effort that came into the process was unimaginable- the higher the level, the 

harder it was to press on… Who would just give their precious qi away like that? 

She knew very well that there was only her grandpa and grandma who maintained a transferring of qi 

for their practitioning, but… They were a married couple, and they were an old couple, people who had 

spent their lives together- of course they’d work together to better the family! But she wasn’t even… a 

couple with Lin Yi, was she? Why would Lin Yi be so willing?? 

After all, each time grandma helped grandpa level up, she’d lose a lot of qi- she was already a Mystic 

mid class peak since a long time ago, but always lost some of her strength level when helping her grandp 

level up… This was why her grandma had never improved all these years! 

With that thought, the eyes she used to look at Lin Yi became filled with gentleness! So she was right to 

like him after all, he really did treat her we welll… She felt really touched by his actions. 

But the next instant, the look on Lingshan’s face became ever more confused! 

Because Lin Yi still wasn’t stopping! His qi was flowing into her without pause, and this was way past 

what she had expected! Even when her grandma transferred qi to her grandpa, she wouldn’t send this 

much in one breath. 

But Lin Yi seemed to be restlessly feeding her everything! 

She frowned- should he really be doing this? 

Lingshan kept her mouth shut- Lin Yi seemed to be silent and focusing. 

But she still sighed, closing her eyes and continued channeling her spiritual arts, absorbing all the qi Lin 

Yi was sending to her! 



She had just reached Golden class late phase, and it hadn’t even stabilized yet… But now, she felt her 

strength improve at a visible rate- she was getting stronger rapidly! 

 


